
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Finding Express Terms 

Signed documents 

Step 1: 

A party who signs a document, in the absence of fraud or misrepresentation, which is known or could reasonably be expected to contain contractual terms is generally bound 

(L’Estrange). Check to see if any of the headings apply below. 

Factors 

- immaterial whether he read the document 

- not tricked or rushed into signing 

- signature is evidence of willingness to take the chance of being bound to conditions whatever they may be (Alphapharm) 

 

Incorporating terms by reference 

 Can do this in some commercial dealings, especially where based on standard terms, where 

o person reasonably expected to have knowledge of terms, or 

o person has reasonable opportunity to discover terms before singing, or 

o consent can reasonably be inferred because terms drawn up by some reputable organisation likely to balances interests of both parties  

 Outside of this, doubtful if effective unless the terms are attached to document or immediately available 

o rationale: no reasonable opportunity to learn of provision before signature 

Document signed after contract made 

 Can be binding especially if transaction not yet performed 

o Test: clear intention, objectively judged, that is supersedes or varies earlier contract 

o not binding if party led to believe document merely a record but contained extra provision – misrepresentation exception 

Document signed in blank 

 Party signing in blank considered to have taken the risk that the document may be completed in some way other than intended (United Dominions Trust v 

Western) 

Signature cannot effectuate misstatements of fact 

 Party cannot be bound by provision acknowledging facts where true facts are different  (Lowe v Lombank) 

Electronic signature 

 Webpage contained all relevant terms, “I accept” has same effect as a signature (eBay International) 



Step 2:  

Consider if any exceptions apply: An exception to the general rule is … 

#1 Misrepresentation 

 Any behaviour which conveys a false impression, even if created innocently (Curtis) 

o not misrepresentation of material facts but of nature or contents of signed document 

 nature: false heading “Receipt” 

 contents: falsely describing an exemption clause 

 representation might be false by what it leaves unsaid (Curtis) 

#2 Manifest lack of contractual intent 

 Presumption that signing party intends to be bound rebuttable when whole context suggests lack of contractual intent (Lee v Ah Gee) 

o cannot escape liability if innocent 3
rd

 party is involved 

 rationale: they could draw reasonable inference of assent from the signature   

#3 Plea of non est factum 

 Onus of proof on party seeking to rely on defence 

 3 requirements against innocent parties (Saunders), 2 requirements against not innocent parties (Petelin) 

o blind or illiterate or permanently or temporarily unable through no fault of their own to have any real understanding of the purport of a particular document  

o radical difference between what he signed and what he thought he was signing 

 test: difference as to practical effect 

o not careless in signing  

 not careless: take all reasonable precautions in ascertaining character of document  

 no need to prove against not innocent parties (Petelin) 

 Effect: 

o renders contract a total nullity 

 powerful enough to defeat the claims of innocent 3
rd

 parties  


